Engineering-based edge detection techniques generally use local intensity information to identify whether a pixel location is part of a boundary. Boundaries are presumed present where sharp transitions in the observed intensities occur. Unfortunately, these approaches are sensitive to error and hidden partial boundaries, which hinders the determination of closed object boundaries. In this research, a method to obtain statistically optimal closed object boundaries is presented.
Next a dual lattice for D is defined, which will be called the edge_lattice E. Define u (u1 , u2) and EE {u: u= s + (.5, .5) and SE D},
the (dual) lattice of potential edge sites. Define W(u) to be the value of the boundary process at location uE E, with W(u)= 1 if u is part of a boundary and W(u)= 0 otherwise. When W(u)= 1, the edge site u is referred to as beinglit. Noise Let denote the set of all possible bounclaryconfigurations; the subscript E emphasizes that E is the set of all combinations of zero (not lit) and one (lit) on E. Thus the cardinality of , denoted IEI, is
Consider u0E E and define Nr(UO) {uE E: u UO, (u1 -u)2 + (u2 -u)2 r};
The set Nr(U0) j5 simply the neighboring potential edge sites within "checkerboard distance" r of uO.
Definition 2.1: Let uoE E. The four-neighborhood or, equivalently, the set of four-neighbors of uO is Ni(uo). The eight-neighborhood or set of eight-neighbors of U0 is N2(Uo).
Definition 2.2: Define NE(UO) {UE E: U E N2(Uo) and W(U)=1}. This set is referred to as the eight-neighbor edge set for U0. Definition 2.3: A four-path [eight-path] is a sequence of sites U1,U2, . . . , UkE E such that Ui+1E Ni(U) {U+iE N2(U)], i = 1,...,k-1.
Definition 2.4: Two lit sites Ua and Ub are four-connected [eight-connected] in E if there exists a four-path [eight-path]
U1,u2,. . . , u of lit sites in E, such that U1=Ua, UkUb.
Definition 2.5: Two lit sites U and Ub are said to be eight-connected but not four-connected in E if there exists an eight-path U1,U2,. . . , u, of lit sites in E, such that U1=Ua, Uk=Ub, and either, U+1 Ni(U1), or Ui.1 Ni(U) for each i = 2,...,k-1.
Definition 2.6: A set UC E is four-connected [eight-connected] in E if for every pair Ua,UbE U, Ua is four-connected
[eight-connected] to Ub. Definition 2.7: A set UC E is eight-connected but not four-connected in E if for every pair Ua,UbE U, Ua is eight-connected but not four-connected to Ub. Definition 2.9: When W(uo)= 1, the local boundary configuration NE(UO) is said to be allowable if for each pair Ui, U2 E NE(uO), Ui NE(U2). These local configurations are thus eight-connected but not four-connected. Put more simply, neighbors Ui and 12 of uO are not allowed to be vertically, horizontally, or diagonally adjacent. Definition 2.10: A boundary configuration w e E is said to be restricted eight-connected if, for any u0 E such that W(uo,w) = 1, INE(uo, ")I 2 and NE(UO, w) is allowable. The boundary configuration space ci E QE : w is restricted eight-connected) is called the set of permissible boundary configurations.
Though each (h) E Q is a closed boundary, it is clear that is not the set of all closed boundary configurations l; there is an additional condition of allowability for all neighborhoods {NE(u, w) : W(u, w)= 1 }. However, considering the set ci reduces the complexity of the boundary identification problem. For example, suppose three sites are lit in the configuration depicted in Figure 2 .2. The question arises as to whether this configuration represents a closed triangle or a sharp right turn in the boundary. Any w that includes three lit sites as in Figure 2 .2 is not in c. Thus, if a boundary configuration w is in the space there is no need to waste time determining whether a pair of adjacent lit edge sites are directly connected by a boundary; from the definition of w E this question is always answered in the affirmative. Restricting attention to the space 12 is not a weakness of the proposed method and a generalization of the proposed algorithm to the space of closed boundaries, c4', is straightforward.4
Bayesian Approach to Closed Boundary Identification
The goal of this research is to identify the optimal (in a statistical sense) closed boundary configuration w Q given the available information, including observed pixel intensities as well as prior knowledge regarding object boundaries in the scene of interest. The Bayesian paradigm is used to construct a probability measure on the configuration space c,given the pixel intensities. Only the permissible boundary configurations are given non-zero prior probability. It is important to note that placing a probability measure on Q is equivalent to placing ajoint probability measure on {W(u) : u E}, and vice-versa.
For w E Q and y E (y(s): SE D), let Pr(y Iw) Pr(Y(s) = y(s) : se DI w) denote the intensity probability mass function (pmt), where Pr( A I B) denotes the pmf of A given B. Also for w denote the prior boundarypmf by Pr(w).
The distribution of interest is Pr(w Y(s) : SE D); w e , which is referred to as the posterior boundarypmf. Our goal is to obtain the boundary configuration w E that maximizes the posterior boundary pmf. Such a choice is equivalent to a Bayes procedure when considering a 0-i loss function and is called the maximum-a-postenon boundary. Definition 2.11: A boundary configuration w E is a maximum-a-posteriori boundary if Pr(w* I )= maXWEOP Pr(w I ).
THE INTENSITY MODEL
The interaction between a permissible boundary configuration w and the observed intensity values is governed by the intensity pmf. Usually the goal of obtaining underlying closed boundaries in a gray-scale image is motivated by the desire to identify objects. In image analysis, objects are often characterized by regions displaying considerable homogeneity. That is, in an uncomipted image, one may identify objects as regions where the intensity value is constant. It thus makes sense to model the intensity pmf based on the premise that objects are defined as regions of homogeneity. Notice that here the interest is in two-dimensional objects in two-dimensional space. The method to be described will ignore, deliberately, points and lines with end points inside the image domain.
Let X(s) denote the true underlying intensity at pixel location se D. It is assumed that X(s) is a random field with realizations constant within connected regions of D. it follows from (4) that
where Y(s) I '" NID(,u(), q2) ; SE d(w). Further, let n(w) denote the number of distinct sites SJE d1(w) C D. Thus,
where {p1(w) : i = 1, . . . , K(w)} and q2 > 0 are parameters. Specification or estimation of the parameters is necessary. 4 4. THE PRIOR BOUNDARY MODEL In this research, the prior boundary pmf is modeled as a Markov random field with support on the configuration space c4. The Hammersly-Clifford Theorem identifies a Markov random field-Gibbsian equivalence that can be used to provide a simple, practical way of specifying Markov random fields by specifying the values of potential functions3
Specification of the Prior Closed Boundary Model
The selection of a good prior boundary model should be based on any information regarding the scene of interest or on intuition regarding the genesis or behavior of boundaries in images. In what follows, an example of a Markov random field prior pmf is described that penalizes permissible boundary configurations with many disjoint connected regions of homogeneity. More general prior models are presented in Helterbrand, Cressie, and Davidson.4
For the closed-boundary prior model, we use the homogenous neighborhood system N8 {N8(u) : uE E}, where Nr(U) 15 defined by (2) . Those cliques with the largest order (cardinality) for this neighborhood system correspond to the set C2E {N2(u)Uu : uE E}.
The potential functions of the Gibbs pmf can be defined to discourage boundary generation, as we now demonstrate. The set C2 defined in (8), which contains the largest-order cliques of the neighborhood system N, can be used to quantify the penalties for branch sites.
Let V() = 0 > 0 for cliques C eC2 with clique configurations of the form shown in Figure 4 .2. This is the set of all allowable clique configurations where the center pixel is a branch site of w. For a boundary configuration we denote the set of cliques with such configurations by C(w); the subscript "y" is chosen in reference to the rotated y shape of each configuration.
• The number of disjoint connected sets associated with a permissible boundary configuration cannot be calculated by the number of branch sites alone. For example, disjoint connected sets can be generated that isolate a region of one pixel width.
Let V(w) = C > 0 for cliques C E C2 with configurations as shown in Figure 4 .3b. Though the choice of is situation dependent, in general should be large to discourage small regions of unit area, unless coarse resolution edge lattices are used. 4 The set of cliques with this local configuration are referred to as Cd(w); the subscript "d" is chosen in reference to the diamond shape of this configuration.
One advantage of using cliques to assign prior probabilities is that the neighborhood system can ensure that w is indeed a permissible boundary configuration, that is, that w E 11k. Since 2EI is usually very large, it is important to have a simple method for guaranteeing w E (. As a matter of interest, we have illustrated in Figure 4 .4 the clique configurations that are not allowable. Infinite penalties are placed on these to ensure that w E Call this set C0(w); the subscript "o" is chosen to indicate that these configurations are outlawed.
Final Prior Boundary Model
Note that 0, (, and b are the parameters for this prior model. If we further place a small penalty ic on each edge site of ,, and define N() as the set of all lit sites, the resulting prior energy function reduces to . Uo(w) = ilN(w)I + OIC(w)I + IC(w)I + CICd(w)I + ooICo(w)l. (9) With implementation in Image Algebra FORTRAN, the sum of these potentials can be calculated quickly for a given boundary configuration. However, as discussed in Section 2, the main advantage of the Markov random field approach to modeling the prior pmf for w E Q is that the joint prior probability distribution of {W(u) : uE E} is uniquely determined by the conditional distributions Pr(W(u) I W(v) : v e N8(u)).
THE POSTERIOR CLOSED BOUNDARY MODEL
In Section 3 the assumed form of the intensity model was described and in Section 4 a simple prior boundary pmf was constructed. By Bayes Theorem, for w and w = (t_ 1) with probability 1 -aM (w(t_ 1), wit))
The probability a in (15) is referred to as the lectionprobability function corresponding to the Metropolis algorithm.6
Since the posterior boundary pmf is a Markov random field, the Metropolis selection probability (15) can be written as .
The selection probability of the Gibbs sampler' reduces to Barker's selection probability in the case of binary images. These selection probabilities yield appropriate transition probabilities for a Monte Carlo Markov chain algorithm to converge to the appropriate distribution if the Markov chain is irreducible.
It is clear that single-site replacement cannot be used for the closed boundary model described here. The problem is that a single-site replacement algorithm does not define an irreducible Markov chain for the permissible boundary configuration space . If W(°)(u)= 1 and a transition to W(1)(u)= 0 is made, then connectedness may be lost. A requirement for the success of the Markov chain algorithm is that each permissible configuration be accessible from any other permissible configuration. However, if multiple site replacement is considered, a Markov chain algorithm can be constructed that is irreducible on Q and will converge to the desired posterior boundary pmf.
Multiple-Site Replacement
Recall that u(t) is the site visited at time L As well as u(t) we also choose N2 (u(t)) to be updated at time t. Hence nine sites, which we denote as U(t) and refer to as the sweep_area8, are to be simultaneously updated.
To implement the Gibbs sampler at time t, replace {W(u) : u E U(t)} with any configuration of values from the set {O, i};
there are 2 = 512 such combinations. Set W(t)(u) = W(t_l)(u) for those sites not to be updated. Let w; p = 1, 2, . . . , 2, denote the candidate_boundaries resulting from the replacement. At time t, choose w(t) 4t) with probability
exp [_u1 (wit))]
by analogy with (16). Only a few of the 512 candidate configurations will be permissible and thus will receive positive probability of being selected. Second, notice the crucial role of o2 in the posterior energy function (11) . A low value of 2 will insist on fidelity to the observed pixel intensities and promote the generation of boundaries while a larger o2
will inhibit boundaries.
The transition probability function corresponding to equation (17) For multiple-site replacement, given a systematic site-visitation schedule, the Markov chain specified by this transition probability function has as its stationary distribution the desired posterior boundary pmf, and this chain converges to its stationary distribution. In general, the systematic site visitation schedule can be dropped in favor of another visitation scheme as long as each site is visited infinitely often.
The proofs of the results in this section are variations of the standard Markov chain results for stationary Markov processes, except for two main differences. First, a multiple-site replacement strategy is presented as opposed to the standard single-site replacement strategy. As pointed out at the end of Section 6.2, multiple-site replacement is necessary in order to satisfy the accessibility requirement.
Second, for simplicity, consider a raster-scan visitation strategy. For the configuration space ci, it is not true that the transition probability from any one configuration w(t) ç to any candidate configuration wE Q at time (H-N) is positive, as is the case for standard Markov Chain results presented in the imaging literature. The problem is due to the constrained nature of the configuration space. A closed boundary completely enclosed by another closed boundary cannot be created in one pass through E; two passes through E are required. These types of boundaries arise in images through objects that are embedded within other objects.
Let g(n, m) E max{integers i : i min(n, m)/4}. The value of g(n,m) corresponds to the maximum number of sequentially embedded (i.e., object 1 is embedded in object 2, which in turn is embedded in object 3, etc.) boundaries in a configuration defined on a n x m lattice that can appear and yet retain restricted eight-connectedness. It can then be shown that the transition probability from any one configuration w(t)
to any other configuration w e Let K(t) = max{k : Tk < t}. Since every site is visited infinitely often it is clear that K(t) -+ as t -oo.
Lemma 6.2: There exists a constant r, 0 < r < 1, such that for every t, max,,,j,,2Pr(w(t) ,
Given Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 6.2 the desired theorem can now be proved.
Theorem 6.1: Consider a systematic multiple-site visitation strategy and Pr(wi I wO) as defined by (18), then for every starting configuration r, E c and every w E 11, limtopr(w(t) = w = ) = Pr(w),
where from (10) Pr(w) is the posterior boundary pmf on c.
Simulated Annealing
By running the chain described in Section 6.3 sufficiently long, the configuration w" E 4 for large v can be considered as a sample from the posterior boundary pmf. However, the particular configuration w E Q that maximizes the posterior distribution is of interest. A modification of the Markov chain algorithm leads to a selection from the set of configurations that achieve the posterior mode. This modification is the use of an annealingschedule.' The idea is to iniroduce a parameter T as a function of time t and consider
Pr(wl Y(s) : SE D)l'T(t). (22)
The effect of T(t) on the local transition probability function is as follows. At low temperatures (i.e., T(t) small) the local transition probability function becomes concentrated at candidate configurations that minimize the local energy, whereas at high temperatures it is essentially uniform. S imulated annealing is a sequential procedure made up of a Monte Carlo Markov chain algorithm and an annealing schedule for T(t) tending to zero that are combined to sample from (22). Geman and Geman (1984, Theorem B) provide a theorem prescribing conditions on the annealing schedule that guarantee theoretical convergence to minimal energy states.
Note that the required modification to the Monte Carlo Markov chain algorithm is trivial, and the local nature of the calculations is preserved. Combining the proposed transition probability function (18), a systematic site-visitation schedule, and a proper annealing schedule, a Markov-chain algorithm is constructed that can be used to obtain the maximum-apostenori closed boundary estimate. Unfortunately, the required annealing schedule is too slow for applications. Therefore, approximations are necessary.
Iterated Conditional Modes
In an attempt to approximate the maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) estimator for image reconstruction, Besag9 introduced the iterated conditional modes algorithm. In the context of the MAP closed boundary problem, instead of a random choice from the candidate boundaries at time t with respect to (18), the mode of the current candidate boundaries is automatically selected. Such a choice guarantees that Pr(w(t)) Pr(w(t_ 1)) ; however, convergence may be to a local maximum. This method corresponds to an annealing schedule where T(t) = 0 for all t.
A permissible starting configuration is required for the closed-boundary identification algorithm. Because the required annealing schedule is too slow, iterated conditional modes is used as an approximation to the general algorithm and thus the choice of starting configuration is important.
Unfortunately, simple automatic methods that use available intensity data to obtain an initial closed-boundary estimate are lacking.'° One advantage of using a coarse to fine resolution updating algorithm is that the user is required to only input a closed boundary at the coarsest resolution to begin the updating algorithm. However, given a user-specified closed boundary, it is relatively straightforward to approximate the closed boundary with a permissible boundary at the same or finer resolution.4
It is necessary to identify sites with outlawed configurations. However, a lit site that is found to have an outlawed configuration cannot be removed immediately from the closed boundary estimate since it may be a branch site or a multiple branch site for the closed boundary estimate. If the site is removed, connectedness may be lost. A correction for lit sites with two or more lit neighbors and an outlawed configuration is necessary. A three-stage procedure is developed in Helterbrand, Cressie, and Davidson4 to remove disallowed local configurations from given closed boundary estimates.
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CLOSED BOUNDARY IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM USING IMAGE ALGEBRA
Given a specified posterior pmf on Q and an appropriate Monte Carlo Markov chain algorithm to obtain a MAP boundary, it is necessary to identify the required image processing steps for implementation. It is advantageous to have a common mathematical environment to represent the image processing operations. Fortunately, Image Algebra provides such an environment.11 This highly structured mathematical foundation is intended to be a unified algebraic approach for image processing, optimization, comparison, coding, and performance evaluation.
A Single Resolution Closed Boundary Identification Algorithm
In this subsection the image processing steps required to implement the closed boundary identification algorithm are outlined in image algebra pseudocode. For further details and generalizations, see Helterbrand, Cressie, and Davidson.4 To initialize the algorithm, let w°be an initial pennissible boundary configuration and let Y be the observed image. A raster scan site visitation schedule will be assumed in this description. and SS = >: SS(i).
Step 8: Ccu1a the postthor energy for the candidate configuration, up= {u) + SS/22}/T(t).
Step 9: Go to Step 3b.
Step lOa: Gibbs Sampler: Set d = d+1. Generate a random number, rand, from a Uniform(O,1) distribution. Calculate, Id I F(d) = I >:: exp(-UP) J /Z, where Z is the normalizing constant defined in (17).
\p=1 I
Step lOb: If F(d) < rand, go to Step lOa; else, set p(t) = Up , set w(t) w , and go to Step 1.
This algorithm uses simulated annealing (Section 6.4). If iterated conditional modes is used (Section 6.5), set T(t) = 1 for all I, and replace Step 10 with a step that considers whether the candidate's posterior energy is less than the current boundary configuration's posterior energy.
CONCLUSIONS
In this research a statistical approach to identify closed object boundaries is presented. The key aspect of this approac is that a prior model is defined with support only on the space of permissible closed boundary configurations. This is in contrast with previous stochastic methods described in the boundary-identification literature, which in practice do not yield closed boundary estimates. However, by incorporating appropriate penalties on the potential functions, we obtain a posterior model with support on the space of permissible boundary configurations that in turn yields closed boundary estimates. We also show that a multiple-site updating strategy is necessary in order to ensure theoretical convergence of the Monte Carlo Markov chain algorithm.
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